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Alpine Chronicles, The

12 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Battle at Beaver Creek

The Alpine Ski World Cup makes its stop at the Vail/Beaver Creek resort in the stunning Colorado
Rockies for two technical skiing events, the Slalom and Giant Slalom. Bode Miller of the US faces
competition from the rest of the world.

2. 75 Years of the Lauberhorn

Wengen, Switzerland is one of the most serene and beautiful alpine villages in the world. The
Alpine Skiing World Cup stomps its feet and turns this town into the biggest party around as Bode
Miller and others take on the Lauberhorn course.

3. In the Shadows of the Eiger

Wengen, Switzerland is the epitome of a unique European alpine village. Set beneath the
infamous Eiger, one of the most difficult vertical climbs in the world, US ski team and helicopter
birds’ eye view of the region provide for an interesting experience.

4. Birds of Prey

This episode reveals the heart and soul of alpine racing by looking at the day-to-day lives of a few
athletes as they prepare for some of the most formidable challenges of the World Cup Alpine
Circuit.

5. US Freestyle Championships

The Sprint US Freestyle Championships returned to Killington, Vermont for the first time since the
1970s and featured a spectacular show of bumps, jumps and aerial acrobatics.

6. Birds of Prey (Speed)

The Visa Birds of Prey downhill in Beaver Creek, Colorado, showcases Olympic athletes in the
men’s Downhill and Super G.
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7. Birds of Prey (Tech)

The Visa Birds of Prey downhill in Beaver Creek, Colorado, showcases Olympic athletes in the
men’s Downhill and Super G.

8. Womens World Cup

The legendary Aspen mountain plays host to the prestigious World Cup, as the US Women’s
Alpine Team goes head to head with an international field of the world’s best Alpine ski racers in
the Super G, Giant Slalom and Slalom.

9. US Nordic/Jumping Championship

The US Ski and Snowboard Team's exciting two weeks at the 2006 Olympic Games in Torino,
Italy. Watch the team's highs and lows as favourite Bode Miller misses a medal and youngsters
Ted Ligety and Julia Mancuso capture Golds.

10. USA House Torino, Italy

The US and Snowboard Team's exciting two weeks at the 2006 Olympic Games in Torino, Italy.
Watch the team's highs and lows as favourite Bode Miller misses a medal and youngsters Ted
Ligety and Julia Mancuso capture golds.

11. Women's US Nationals

The US Alpine Nationals in Sugarloaf, Maine, brings non-stop excitement with big names
competing against younger newcomers hoping to prove themselves on the national stage.
Olympic gold-medalist Julia Mancuso competes in this season closing event.

12. Men's US Nationals

The US national championships have returned to Sugarloaf Maine for the 1st time since 1997,
with hundreds of aspiring American skiers looking to measure themselves against world-class
racers as they aim for spots on the US ski team.


